


An oversexed parodie of the same named fairy tale of
Brothers Grimm and sequel to ‘The Virgin Hunters of Bremen’ and ‘Sleeping Beauty’. Excerpt from
the same named E-Book available at smashwords.

Chapter 1 – Snowy’s Story

Dorothea, the freshly awoke Sleeping Beauty by the donkey Sven, steps along the long hall. Her
parents, king Harald and queen Mathilde, even awoke by their daughter, too, are on their way to the
little meeting room. The throne hall of the castle is filled with the into statues frozen guests of
Dorotheas 18th birthday and king Harald felt himself uneasy and watched there. A more intimate
place  seems  more  appropriate  for  the  official  meeting  with  princess  Snowwhite.  Harald  and
Mathilde take their seats behind the large, luxury table in the middle of the meeting room and
expect Dorothea with the princess Snowwhite.

Dorothea finally reached the room, where she has accommodated her friends Sven the donkey,
Strolch, the dog, his new bride Bella, the rottweilerbitch of the king, Anastasia, the cat in boots,
Snowwhite and her seven dwarfs. Florian, the rooster, has moved into the royal chicken house.
Dorothea knocks on the door, then she steps in. The view, that she gets, is funnily familiar to her.

Sven lays folded in front of the bed, Anastasia lays stretched out dozing on top of a pillow, Bella
cuddled nearby, taking a nap, too. The dwarfs sit, pants down and the hard pricks massaging in their
hands, in a row along the edge of the bed. When Dorothea circles around the bed, she can see
Snowwhite and Strolch. Snowwhite blows one dwarf’s dick, the dwarf left and right of the first she
polishes their pricks with her bare hands. Strolch lays on her back, banging her pussy hard. Strolch
holds on her pushed up dress and himself on her hips.

“Hello, fellows. I imagine you all have fun and nobody wants to wait any longer, right?” Dorothea
smiles. “But I have to take away Snowwhite from you. My parents want to talk to her.”

“Just a second,” the dwarf grunts, getting his dick sucked by Snowwhite,” I’m ready soon.” he lays
his paw on Snowwhites head and quickened her sucking. Snowwhite can make moaning noises only,
because her mouth and her gullet are filled completely. At her other end, one feet of dog cock is
buried inside her pussy.

“And what is your statement to this, Strolch,” asks Dorothea.

“I would need some extra time. You won’t take her place here, Dorothea,” asks Strolch back.

“Not at present time, but I will see, what I can do later,” smiles Dorothea, “but now, please let the
girl go for good, guys.”
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“Just a second, we are ready soon, too,” the other sitting around and masturbating dwarfs grunt.

“Yes, Snowy, carry on! YES, I’m coming;” the dwarf in Snowwhites mouth moans. He presses her
head on his pole, twists his eyes, ignores Snowwhites waving arms, pushing his hips against her
mouth, till he finally spasms in a releasing orgasm. He shoots his stuff deep into Snowwhites gullet,
one jet after the other.

“Heavens sake, guys. Does you guys haven’t shoot your stuff that long??” Dorothea asks around. The
other dwarfs nod while they wank their dicks. After the dwarf in Snowys mouth finished shooting
sperm in her, he let her head go and sinks back onto the bed, fully satisfied. Snowwhite coughs one
time, then she swallows everything with a loud gulp. After a clearing her throat she asks back over
her shoulder:” You have heard her, Strolch. Take care to finish soon. You can’t let a king wait!”

“Wanna stress me out, baby? Then it will takes more time either, but that haven’t be something
bad,” answered Strolch.

“Bo ah, I hate you fuckers …” Snowwhite can say, when another dwarf with a ready – to – shoot –
dick stuffs her mouth. This one doesn’t need that long and he shoot his load deep into her gullet. He
waits for a short time, till he emptied his balls completely, Snowy his dick licked clean, than he steps
aside for the next one. He makes two steps to the side and pills up his trousers.

The whole thing repeats itself five more times, than are all dwarf dicks, which are all big as a third
leg, empty, yet for the moment. The one who takes his time, is the she still hard hammering Strolch.
Dorothea notices she has to help here to finish him off.

She squats behind the couple and caresses Strolchs balls. Her tender fingers walk over his scrotum,
till one of them gets lost inside his butt hole. Strolch pulls his eyes open, when Dorotheas finger
disappears in his ass. She feels his inner sex organs and presses them. Strolch goes mad on it. His
hard pole increases his size some more and with a wild punch he sinks his bug knot inside Snowy,
who let out a loud shriek. She protests: “Exactly THIS you shouldn’t do at any costs! How long it will
take now, till you can pull it out from me?”

“Aaargh!” howls Strolch,” I don’t know, but Dorothea please carry on! Oh my god!”

“What’s up, Strolch? Do I got something wrong?” Dorothea asks innocent.

In the next moment Snowwhite squeals out loud and Strolch howls, too. Strolch shoots and fills her
pussy up. His jets of sperm flood her cervix and his fat, large as a fist knot prevents the leaking out.
Dorothea fucks his butt now with two fingers and with every stroke of her fingers he shoots another
jet of hot cream against her cervix. Meanwhile Snowwhite lays herself flat with her upper body on
the bed in front of her and enjoys it secretly to be so filled up by Strolch. The amount of stuff Strolch
shoots inside her pussy equals the double of the stuff the seven dwarfs pumped in her gullet. Her
skin gets sweaty, against all odds she will coming hard soon.

Snowwhite screams her orgasm in the sheets and Strolch gets calm on her back, only his breath
works fast. Dorothea notices he emptied his balls and pulls her skilled fingers back. Now it’s time to
separate the two lovers as fast as possible.

It is not that easy, she has to notice with a checking clutch between Strolchs root of his penis and
Snowys stretched out pussylips. Strolch is really stuck inside Snowy.

“Strolch, your knot is really unwieldy,” smiles Dorothea.



“Are you sure? In my opinion it is the best after a fuck. Really relaxing,” Strolch mumbles with deep
breaths. Snowwhite rolls her head moaning in the sheets. Her orgasm won’t fade away that fast.

“And if I feel it right, Snowwhite had her fun, too, because her wet hollow still milks my dick like
crazy,” Strolch adds over his shoulder.

“But how we can separate you two on the fastest way?” asks Dorothea.

“With cold water,” Anastasia sounds from the background.

“Are you nuts, cat?” Strolch hisses, “Dorothea, no fucking way!”

“Use your skilled fingers, my love and help me to pill out, please,” continues Strolch very soft. “As
long as Snowy orgasms it shouldn’t be that bad for her. I’m just turning around.”

With this words, Strolch steps over Snowwhites butt and stays ass an ass to her. “Ready?” he asks
Dorothea. “Pull her pussy a little more apart, while I am pulling.”

Dorothea grabs over Shnowwhites butt and fast she has her hands in the stretched pussy lips of
Snowwhite. It comes slowly again to herself and she asks herself, what’s going on at her treasure
chest. Dorothea pulls Snowwhite more open, Strolch pulls as hard as he can, Snowwhite cries out
loud and with a noisy sound Strolchs knot jumps out of Snowys wide open twat. The rest of his
coated prick follows a sturdy wave of sperm and pussy juice, splashing between Snowwhites knees.
Nobody can prevent the soup from splashing and running onto the inside of Snowwhites dress.

“Who wants to lick my dick clean?” Strolch grins around.

“Thanks, but I’m full,” arches Snowwhite.

Dorothea let go Snowwhites pussy, than she bends herself over it from above. Dorothea licks over
Snowys slowly closing and still leaking slit and cleans the outer pussy lips with her tongue. Than she
gives Snowwhite a spank on the bare butt. “Just a second, Strolch,” she smiles, “and you get up on
your feet, my sweet. Prepare yourself.”

Snowwhite takes a deep breath, then she climbs up the edge of the bed. When she stands, she let go
the dress and smooths it. She notices its sticky down at her ankles somehow. She goes in front of a
mirror in the room, where she can feel the juice of Strolch still drops out of her pussy. In front of the
mirror she adjusts her dress, put her big tits back into the upper part of the dress orderly, than she
shake her dark black mane out to form a large tail from it behind her head.

Dorothea sucks Strolchs prick with intensity clean and watches Snowwhites affords in front of the
mirror. She notices the trace of drops, leading from the edge of the bed towards the mirror. Smiling
she says to Strolch: “Your creams tastes well, my love and I can see, you filled her up properly.” She
looks at Snowwhite at this sentence.

“Yes, he did indeed! Someone will have to clean up behind me, you rascal” Snowwhite says playing
angry. “Let’s go Dorothea. We have your parents wait for to long.”

Dorothea wipes her mouth clean and says: “Yes, you are right. And you guys behave! You are all
served well now!”

Sven takes the word: “Doesn’t true!”



“I will com to you later,” purrs Dorothea, leaving the room with Snowwhite.


